GATHER™ CAFÉ 1

A space that’s the hub of activity has to be, and do, a lot of things. Gather effectively accommodates with solutions for short, impromptu interactions, structured meetings when technology is needed, and even multi-tasking where people can share a meal and ideas.

- All-Around table with Take-5 seating creates an efficient space where multiple people can collaborate.
- Linger with lounge-height All-Around table provides a place to relax, converse, or get work done.
- Mind-Share creates semi-private booth-style seating for concentration, meals, or small-group discussions.
- Meeting space outfitted with a Harvest table and View enables group interaction and access to technology.
- Hedge serves as the back row of a meeting area and as space division.
- Sketch efficiently captures the group’s ideas and can be easily moved wherever it’s needed.

Learn more about Gather
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffice.com/gather.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.